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CP/MISF CP Critical Path
[Cof76] Ti li










CP/MISF Critical Path / Most Immediate Successors
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2First [KN84] 2.2 a 2
CP/MISF 2.2 b CP
CP/MISF
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2.2: CP CP/MISF 2
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22.4.2 DF/IHS
2.2 DF/IHS Depth First /










































F (τ¯ , t)
τ¯j = tcr(pia)− lj − t0
f(τ¯j, t)

= 1, for t ∈ [τ¯j, τ¯j + tj]
= 0, otherwise
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[ 91b] PDF/IHS k PE Processor Element
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[RCMJG72, ACD74, KN84, ERL90, SWP90, YG91, 91b, GY92, YG93,
HAR94, YG94, KA96, YF97, AK98, KA98, 99, 00, WSG01, 01,
DO02, THW02]
fork join [GVY90, GY92, GY93, AK98]
fork-join [DA98, CFR99]
in-tree out-tree [AHC90, GY92, AK98]
[ACD74, KA98, 01]
[GVY90, WG90, GY93, YG93, KA96, AK98, CFR99, WSG01,
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Laplace [KA96, YF97, AK98]
[ERL90]
[YF97]
mean value analysis [AVAM92, KA96, AK98]
[ 95, 01]
FFT [PA85, SWP90, 95, YF97, CFR99, THW02]
molecular dynamics [THW02]
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OPT [ 91b] 50–100/25–500







DT [KA98] 10–32(2 )/50–500(50 )/50–500(50 )
DT [WSG01] 1000,2000,3000,4000




DT,DUP [ 99] 600







[KN84, YG91, HAR94, KA96]
(2)
[RCMJG72, YG94, AK98, WSG01, THW02]
(3)
[KN84, ERL90, GY92, YG93, KA98, THW02]
(4)
[ 99, 00, 01]
4
A a(i, j) 0 ≤ i ≤ n+1 0 ≤ j ≤ n+1
n a(i, j) = 1 Ti Tj
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3.3.
Ti Tj a(i, j) = 0
Ti Tj
1 “sameprob” P a(i, j)
[AVAM92]
P [a(i, j) = 1] = ρ for 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n
P [a(i, j) = 0] = 1− ρ for 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n
P [a(i, j) = 0] = 1 if i ≥ j
ρ Ti Tj 3.1 sameprob







a(i, j) = pre · n





L(i) L(j) Ti Tj
P [a(i, j) = 1] = ρ

















































P [a(i, j) = 0] = 1− ρ
for (1 ≤ i < j ≤ n) ∧ (L(i) 6= L(j))
P [a(i, j) = 0] = 1 if (i ≥ j) ∨ (L(i) = L(j))




















































3.4 layrpred 50 5 pre = 5
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3.3: layrprob
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7 8 9 10 11 12
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OPT [KN84] ,long,wide, /
512,1049
OPT [ 91b] /







DT [YF97] ( )









DT [ 01] 30%
DT [DO02] ( )
DT [THW02] =
√







DT,DUP [ 99] +30 0.1













9 [0, 10) 0 10
1 1 10 [u.t.]
unifproc (A) 1 20 [u.t.]




1 expoproc (A) 10.0
expoproc (B) 1/2 expoproc (C)
5.0 1 1











[SWP90] 1–50 / 10,10–20 /1–20, 1
[HAR94] 1–50
OPT [RCMJG72] ( )
OPT [KN84] 1–3,1–9/ 1000 200
OPT [ 91b] 1–100/
DT [ERL90] 10–100/ 10–100/
DT [YG91]
DT [GY92] ( )
DT [YG93] ( )
DT [YG94] ( )
DT [KA96]
DT [YF97] ( )
DT [KA98] 40(2–78) /
/
DT [WSG01]
DT [ 01] 10, ±10
DT [DO02] 10–120
DT [THW02] [0, 2 ]
DT,DUP [AK98] ( )
DT,DUP [ 99] 40





(a) fork (b) join
(c) fork-join (d) diamond
(e) in-tree (f) out-tree
3.5:
3.5
fork join [GVY90, GY92, GY93, AK98] fork-join




fork join diamond fork-join
in-tree tree
out-tree tree
fork join in-tree out-tree
- fork-join
diamond fork join




[GVY90, WG90, GY93, YG93, KA96, AK98, CFR99, WSG01,
THW02] LU [SWP90, KA96, AK98] [YG91,
GY92, YG94, DA98, KA98] Laplace [KA96, YF97, AK98]
[ERL90] [YF97] mean value analysis [AVAM92,
KA96, AK98] [ 95, 01]
FFT [PA85, SWP90, 95, YF97, CFR99, THW02]
70
3.3.
molecular dynamics [THW02] [ 90, HAR94] Dynamic
scene analysis [PA85, SWP90]
[LVAG98, WSG01]
[CMRT88, YG91,
GY93, YG93, YG94, KA96, THW02] [KN85b] OS-
CAR Fortran Compiler




[CMRT88] Tkk 1 ≤ k ≤ n− 1
n − k Tkj K + 1 ≤ j ≤ n 1 ≤ k ≤ n − 1
n− k 2(n− k)
Tkk → Tkj k + 1 ≤ j ≤ n 1 ≤ k ≤ n − 1 Tkj → Tk+1,j
k + 1 ≤ j ≤ n 1 ≤ k ≤ n− 1 3.6 b n=5
3.7 a KJI
1 akj form KJI
modified [CMRT88] Tkj
K+1 ≤ j ≤ n 1 ≤ k ≤ n−1 2(n−k)+1
71
3For k=1 to n-1
execute Tkk:
{For i=k+1 to n
do aik = aik/akk}
For j=k+1 to n
execute Tkj:
{for i=k+1 to n
do aij = aij − aik ∗ akj}
?




















Tk,k+1 → Tk+1,j k + 2 ≤ j ≤ n 1 ≤ k ≤ n− 2 Tkj → Tk+1,j
k + 2 ≤ j ≤ n 1 ≤ k ≤ n− 2 3.7 b n=5
2 ≤ n ≤ 33
32 64




For k=1 to n-1
For j=k+1 to n
execute Tkj:
{akj = akj/akk
for i=k+1 to n
do aij = aij − aik ∗ akj}












3.7: form KJI modified
3.8 Newton-Euler Stanford Manipulator
[KN85b]
88 131
1 – 111[u.t.] 28.22[u.t.] 1 1.49
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24 24 15
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481 293 203
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30 26 50 54 24 84 102 50 42 22 50 84 56 22 22 22 50
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92
93 94 95
96 97 98 99 100 101
102 103 104 105 106 107 108 109 110 111
112 113 114 115 116 117 118 119 120 121 122 123 124 125 126 127 128 129 130 131 132 133 134 135 136 137 138

















222 223 224 225
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227 228 229 230 231
232
233 234 235 236 237
238
239 240 241 242 243 244 245
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256 257 258 259 260 261 262 263
264
265
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14 10 10 14 10 10 14 10 10 14 10 10 14 10 10 14 10 10 14 10 10 14 10 10 14 10 10
248
19 19 19
19 19 19 19 19 19
9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9
12 8 8 12 8 8 12 8 8 14 14 14 14 14 14 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10

















10 10 10 13
1
7 6 6 6 13
5
7 6 6 6 9
32
28 28 28 27 28 28 28
23




36 34 35 30 28 30 31 30
24
36
































1032 1032 1032 1028 1028 1024












763 759 759 763 759 759 763 759 759 763 759 759 763 759 759 763 759 759 763 759 759 763 759 759 763 759 759
749
296 116 116
97 97 97 97 97 97
530 528 524 524 530 530 526 526 526 526
519 515 515 519 515 515 519 515 515 521 521 521 521 521 521 517 517 517 517 517 517 517 517 517 517 517 517

















479 479 479 482
469
462 461 461 461 468
455
448 448 448 448 450
450
446 446 446 445 446 446 446
441




454 452 453 448 446 448 449 448
442
454
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16
0
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“0” 0 “0” T0 t0
0 3 “0” T0 0
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3• 3
“1” 1 “20” T1 t1
20[u.t.] “1” T1 1
“0” T1 T0
• 7
“5” 5 “3” t5 = 3[u.t.]
“3” T5 3


































# CP Length : 52
52[u.t.]












1 20 1 0
2 8 1 0
3 8 1 0
4 7 1 0
5 3 3 2 3 4
6 13 1 2
7 13 2 1 4
8 12 3 1 2 6
9 15 2 1 5
10 19 3 1 2 7
11 0 3 8 9 10
# Standard Task Graph Set Project
# Random Task Graph 10/sample.stg
# Precedence constraints generator : layrprob
# Random Seed : 14343
# Tasks : 10 (+dummy tasks : 2)
# Layers : 3
# Max. Layer Width : 4
# Min. Layer Width : 3
# Ave. Layer Width : 3.333333
# Edges : 14 / 33 (+dummy edges : 7)
# Max. Predecessors : 3
# Min. Predecessors : 0
# Ave. Predecessors : 1.400000
# Probability : 0.500000 (Real : 0.424242)
# Task processing time generator : unifproc
# Random Seed : 14344
# Max. Proc. Time : 20
# Min. Proc. Time : 3
# Ave. Proc. Time : 10.000000 (Real : 11.800000)
# CP Length : 52


















Path/Most Immediate Successors First [KN84]
DF/IHS Depth First/Implicit Heuristic Search [KN84]
PDF/IHS Parallelized DF/IHS [ 91b]
Sun Microsystems
4 SMP Ultra80 Model4450
Version 2.0 2,700 2 4 8
16 10,800









Sun Microsystems 4 SMP
Ultra80 Model4450 Ultra80
Ultra80 450 MHz UltraSPARC IIs /
16 KB 4 4 MB 1 GB
Ultra80
Solaris 8 Fortran







2 4 8 16 10,800
DF/IHS Ultra80 PE 1







n =2, · · · , 33
3 2 4 8 16
3











[%] 68.46 85.79 89.60
[u.t.] 3.82 3.35 3.31















2 2700 73.33 95.85 97.25
4 2700 52.96 80.62 85.33
8 2700 61.77 78.66 86.00
16 2700 85.77 88.00 89.81
Total 10800 7394 9265 9677
% 100.00 68.46 85.79 89.60
4.2
4.2 2 8













Time[s] 10 30 60 120 300 600
DF/IHS 71.57 77.68 81.22 83.70 85.50 85.78















2 4 8 16
4.1 a d 4.1






441.8 2/3 1,814 1.5 ≤ para < 20.5
1.5 ≤ para < 20.5
CP/MISF PDF/IHS 4.2 4.3
92
4.3.
1.5 ≤ para < 2.5 para = 2
2.5 ≤ para < 3.5 para = 3 · · · 4.2 4.3
4.2 4.3 a
d PDF/IHS para










4.4 samepred layrpred 1.5 ≤ para < 20.5
sameprob 2.5 ≤ para < 10.5 layrprob
5.5 ≤ para < 15.5 para 2 4
sameprob para 8 layrprob para








4.5 0 10 5 10












Tasks MISF IHS IHS
50 720 542 689 693
100 720 516 679 690
300 720 498 657 682
500 720 473 655 675
750 720 491 622 650
1000 720 472 606 634
1250 720 482 589 630
1500 720 483 602 636
1750 720 480 609 635
2000 720 472 583 626
2500 720 490 596 628
3000 720 497 596 630
3500 720 499 596 625
4000 720 496 590 623
5000 720 503 596 620
Total 10800 7394 9265 9677












































































































































































































































































































































unifproc A 1200 999 1107 1112
unifproc B 1200 850 1072 1083
unifproc C 1200 931 1101 1103
expoproc A 1200 1058 1122 1122
expoproc B 1200 985 1100 1100
expoproc C 1200 1025 1098 1099
normproc A 1200 524 851 1018
normproc B 1200 462 917 1010
normproc C 1200 560 897 1030
Total 10800 7394 9265 9677




















































02 2 32 32
04 6 32 32
08 13 20 20
form KJI
16 30 30 30
subtotal 51 114 114
% 39.84 89.06 89.06
02 16 32 32
04 4 14 14
form KJI 08 8 11 11
modified 16 16 21 21
subtotal 44 78 78
% 34.38 60.94 60.94
n = 2, · · ·, 33 Form KJI Form
KJI modified 2 4 8 16
101
44.6 4.6 Form KJI 2
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?? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?








? ??????? ? ??????? ? ????? ? ????????
? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
?? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?











3.3.2 n = 10




80[u.t.] 19[u.t.] 2 118[u.t.]
DF/IHS PDF/IHS 102 = 80
+ 19 + d19/8e [u.t.]
103
42 4 8 16
128
PDF/IHS Form KJI
0.5397% Form KJI modified 0.3138% PDF/IHS
fpppp


















CP/ DF/ PDF/ CP/ DF/ PDF/ CP/ DF/ PDF/
m MISF IHS IHS MISF IHS IHS MISF IHS IHS
2 1243 1242 1242 958 958 958 3577 3577 3565
3 847 843 843 646 646 646 2381 2381 2381
4 662 658 658 486 484 484 1789 1789 1789
5 589 569 569 390 388 388 1446 1446 1446
6 575 569 569 326 324 324 1207 1207 1207
7 573 569 569 280 278 278 1076 1076 1076
8 573 569 569 244 244 244 1062 1062 1062
9 569 569 569 218 218 218 1062 1062 1062
10 569 569 569 198 198 198 1062 1062 1062
11 569 569 569 178 178 178 1062 1062 1062
12 569 569 569 164 164 164 1062 1062 1062
13 569 569 569 152 152 152 1062 1062 1062
14 569 569 569 142 142 142 1062 1062 1062
15 569 569 569 134 134 134 1062 1062 1062
16 569 569 569 126 126 126 1062 1062 1062
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